ATOPlex Platform Focus On Target Sequencing
ATOPlex RNA Universal Library Preparation Kit for Viruses Research
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ssRNA 29.9kb

Accurate, fast, cost-efficient, sensitive and simple for viruses detection and full
length genome analysis
FAQ
1. Is it necessary to specifically remove host DNA or rRNA during the
+

library preparation process?

Viruses RNA

Artificial DNA

No, we use multiplex PCR amplification, primers can specifically

Human RNA

recognize and amplify viral sequences sequences， so there is no need
to deliberately remove host DNA and rRNA.

ATOPlex
RNA Universal Library Preparation

2. Does the presence of carrier RNA in nucleic acid extraction process

Primer pool

affect the subsequent library construction ?
At present, we not found the phenomenon of library construction failure
due to Carrier RNA, but a certain amount of carrier RNA cause the

Analysis
Human reference

Artificial reference

cDNA inversion efficiency to decrease, so it is strongly recommended to

SARS-CoV-2 reference

perform nucleic acid extraction without adding carrier RNA.
3. What special equipment is needed for the experiment?
Introduction

The experiment requires a pipette tip with a filter element. During the

The MGI ATOPlex mPCR-based MPS platform provides a streamlined

experiment operation, the filterless tip is prone to liquid entering the

workflow for complete genome sequencing and epidemiological study

pipette, contaminating the pipette and causing cross-contamination of

of SARS-CoV-2. By integrating three sets of highly specific universal

different samples. Therefore, the filter head must be used.

primers into one tube and utilizing dual barcode anti-crosstalk
technology5, all relevant genomic segments are amplified and
subsequently sequenced on a DNBSEQ platform to achieve highly
accurate coronavirus genotyping.

4. How to avoid aerosol contamination?
PCR can enrich DNA molecules millions of times, so strict partitioning
operation is required. As shown above, if there are no conditions, R1 and
R2 can be merged, and R4 and R5 can be merged. Pipettes, magnetic

In comparison to other multiplex PCR-based methods, the ATOPlex

racks, lab coats, etc. cannot be mixed use.
Air flow

RNA Universal Library Preparation Kit combined with Internal Control
Primer Pool and Dual Barcode Primer can not only analyze the whole
viral genome, but more importantly, also quantify viral load. This is
achieved by utilizing artificial DNA with known copy number. All

Extraction
R1

amplicons are amplified together in one tube which minimizes cross-

The first area

contamination risk. Moreover, the workflow is user friendly, comprising of
three operational steps and two hour of hands-on time.
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Figure1.workflow of viruses detection and full length genome analysis
This FAQ highlights some common points during the operation of the
ATOPlex RNA Universal Library Preparation Kit .
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Figure2. Laboratory requirements
5. What is the role of artificial DNA in this kit?
The artificial DNA serves as an external reference and has two functions,
the first is used to relatively quantify the viral load; the second is used

to ensure that all samples can be successfully constructed; Artificial
DNA has been pre-incorporated into the amplification primer pool, no
additional .
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6. What is the role of the GAPDH primer in this kit?
The GAPDH primer serves as an internal reference and has two functions: 1.

11. Does the amplicon library need to be mixed into the balanced library?

Used to relatively quantify the concentration of the virus in the human body

What balanced library is needed?

relative to the cell; 2 Used for the quality check whether the sample

The complexity of the amplicon library is low, which will lead to certain base

obtained by the nucleic acid extraction process is successful. If GAPDH

separation and affect the accuracy of base calling. Therefore, mixed

primers fail to amplify, it is likely that the nucleic acid extraction failed.

balanced library sequencing is required. And it must be a dual barcode
balanced library（ATOPlex dual barcode balance library reagent）, mixed

7. What are the criteria for successful library construction?

according to DNB quality, the mixing ratio is the amplicon library: balanced

The concentration of the library is> 4ng/ul, the total amount is 25ul, the
fragment distribution is 240-350bp,.If the concentration of the library is too
high >60ng/ul, you can reduce 1-2 cycles of 2nd PCR

library = 3:1.

12. How to perform dual barcode sequencing, can SE single-end sequencing
also perform dual barcode sequencing?

8. Low cyclization efficiency during cyclization?

Under the condition that the existing sequencing reagent set is unchanged,

The PCR product cannot be placed on the PCR instrument for too long. If it

dual barcode sequencing can be performed by purchasing an additional

is left for too long, it will cause a non-specific addition of a base at the 3 end

dual barcode sequencing primer module（CPAS Barcode Primer 3 Reagent

of the product, resulting in failure of cyclization. It is recommended to

Kit for single-end sequencing，CPAS Barcode Primer 4 Reagent Kit for

complete the purification within 30 minutes after PCR is completed .

pair-end sequencing）, and dual barcode sequencing can also be

Amplicon library because of the low complexity of the DNA molecular, it is

performed for single-end sequencing.

easy to renature during the denaturation and quenching process, resulting
in low circularization efficiency. Generally, the recommended input amount

Table 3.reagent list

of the amplicon library in the circularization process is >400ng, and it needs
Reagent list

Cat. No:

ATOPlex RNA Universal Library Preparation Kit

1000021624

ATOPlex PCR Dual Barcode Primer Module (01-96)

1000021626

MGIEasy Dual Barcode Circularization kit

1000020570

concentration >8 ng/ul can meet the sequencing requirements. If the DNB

ATOPlex Dual Barcoded Balance Library Reagent

1000022270

concentration is low, it is recommended to make all cyclization products to

CPAS Barcode Primer 3 Reagent Kit （ PE Sequencing）

1000011532

make DNB

CPAS Barcode Primer 4 Reagent Kit （ SE Sequencing）

1000014048

to be digested and purified, and the obtained circularization efficiency is
>3%, which can meet the requirements.
9. Make DNB concentration is low?
It is recommended to invest 10 ng of cyclization product to make DNB. DNB

10. How many samples can be measured by one lane on DNBSEQ platform?

13. How to perform data analysis

If you need to construct the full-length genome of the virus, you need to

We disclosed the analysis process on git-hub, the process path is as follows ：

adjust it according to the viral load, such as the #MGISEQ-2000 platform.

https://github.com/MGI-tech-bioinformatics/SARS-CoV-2_Multi-PCR_v1.0

Assuming that one lane produces 400Mreads, except for the 100M

14. How to obtain Artificial DNA sequence, primer sequence and targeted

balanced library, 300M reads are enough for the assembly of 16-64 samples.

bed file information?

#MGISEQ-200 platform, assuming one lane produces 400Mreads, except
for the 100M balanced library, 300M reads are enough for the assembly of

The required file information can be obtained through the following link
https://pan.genomics.cn/ucdisk/s/ERnMVz.

16-64 samples.
Table1 Sequencing recommendations for full length genome

15. How to obtain full-length virus data?

CT value of
RT-PCR

Data required

Max samples on
DNBSEQ-G400

Max samples on
DNBSEQ-G50

Max samples on
DNBSEQ-T7

For amplicon sequencing, primers need to be excised and then assembled

<30

5M

64

64

640

to obtain accurate full-length data. The primer sequence information is as

31~32

10M

32

32

320

follows: https://pan.genomics.cn/ucdisk/s/ERnMVz.

32~35

20M

16

16

160

>35

Not recommend

/

/

/

16. Can this kit detect other pathogenic microorganisms?

Detection of SARS-CoV-2 requires at least 2.5Mreads

The kit only detects new coronavirus, so it cannot detect other pathogenic

Table2 Sequencing recommendations for SARS-CoV-2 detection

microorganisms. If you need to detect other microorganisms besides the new

CT value of
RT-PCR

Data required

Max samples on
DNBSEQ-G400

Max samples on
DNBSEQ-G50

Max samples on
DNBSEQ-T7

<40

2.5M

96

96

960

coronavirus, you can log in to the official website of MGI and submit a
customized requirement on the ATOPlex page. We provide a customized
detection panel for pathogenic microorganisms to meet various application
needs. https://www.mgitech.cn/products/atoplex/
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Table4.ATOPlex RNA Universal Library Preparation Kit for SARS-CoV-2
Specification

Sample Input
Mutation
Sample type
Total times
Hand on times
Uniformity

SNV Indel
Throat swab, plasma,anal swab and BALF etc.
8.0hours(sample to library)
2.0hours(sample to library)
≥95%

Targeted region
Amplicons length
Amplicons number

Specificity

≥95%

Coverage

≥95%

Sequencing type
Data required

About ATOPlex platform
ATOPlex is a targeted MPS solution based on a proprietary MGI ultra-high
multiplex PCR-based enrichment technique. It can be applied to DNA, RNA
and DNA methylation sequencing in multiple fields such as medicine,

forensics, agriculture, DTC etc. MGI provides a total targeted sequencing
solution which includes product design, library construction kits, automated
workflow, sequencers etc.

MGI Tech Co.,Ltd
Address: Building 11,Beishan Industrial Zone,Yantian District,Shenzhen,CHINA 518083
Email: MGI-service@genomics.cn, MGI_ATOPlex@genomics.cn
Website: en.mgitech.cn
Tel: 4000-966-988
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Performance
Artificial DNA
GAPDH
SARS-CoV-2 Full length genome
100-200bp
273 amplicons in one tube
10ul total RNA （CT value less than 35）

PE100+10+10
5-20M reads for SARS-CoV-2 full length
genome,
2.5M reads for SARS-CoV-2 detection

